
BluNor BT840F are powerful, highly flexible, ultra low power 
wireless modules using Nordic nRF52840 SoC. With an 
ARM CortexTM M4F MCU at 64 MHz, DSP 
and floating point instructions, 1MB flash/
256KB RAM, allowing quicker and more 
efficient computation of complex functions 
in a true single chip applications. 
Multiple protocols and Antenna

BT840F supports Bluetooth protocols 
(2Mbps, 1Mbps, 500Kbps, and 125Kbps)  IEEE 802.15.4 
Thread, Zigbee (250Kbps), ANT/ANT+, 2.4 GHz 
proprietary(2Mbps, 1Mbps). 
BT840F offers an integrated PCB trace antenna, a high 
performance PCB trace antenna, or an u.FL connector for 
external antenna to meet cost and Bluetooth range 
requirements of your systems. The link budget with high 
performance PCB trace antenna is about 115 dB at 125 
Kbps data rate. Link budget can be higher when used with 
an external antenna. 
Advanced Features 

BT840F Series have the same soldering pad footprint 
with16 castellated pins for limited IO projects and 45 Land 
Grid Array (LGA) pins to access all 48 GPIOs.  
An USB 2.0 controller (12 Mbps) is on-board. High speed 
SPI and quad SPI (32 MHz) allow direct interfacing to 
displays and external memory sources. It can operate from 
1.7V to 5.5V voltages for powering by USB supply or 
Lithium batteries directly. 
ARM® Cryptocell-310

Embedded ARM® Cryptocell-310 co-processor offers wide 
range of  ciphers and security features for building solid 
security into applications from ground up. Use of CryptoCell 
also makes associated security operations run faster and 
uses less processing time and power than equivalent 
operation carried out in firmware by the CPU. 
Lower power and higher performance

The 32 bit ARM Cortex M4F MCU with hardware supports 
for DSP instructions and floating point operations, code 
density and execution speed are higher than other Cortex 
M MCU. The Programmable Peripheral Interconnect (PPI) 
system provides a 20-channel bus for direct and 
autonomous system peripheral communication without 
CPU intervention. This brings predictable latency times for 
peripheral to peripheral interaction and power saving 
benefits associated  with leaving CPU idle. The device has 2 
global power modes ON/OFF, but all system blocks and 
peripherals have individual power management control 
which allows for an automatic switching RUN/IDLE for 
system blocks based only on those required/not required to 
achieve particular tasks. 
The NFC block supports NFC-A tags with proximity 
detection and Wake-on-field from low power mode. The 
NFC enables Out-Of-Band (OOB) Bluetooth pairing of 
devices and thus greatly simplifying deployment. 
SoftDevices

The Nordic protocol stacks are known as SoftDevices and 
complement the nRF52 Series SoCs. All nRF52 Series are 

programmable with software stacks from Nordic. This bring 
maximum flexibility to application development and allows 
the latest stack version to be programmed into the SoC.  
Easy, fast and safe code development

Nordic development environment offers a clean separation 
between application code development and embedded 
protocol stacks. This means compile, link and run time 
dependencies with the embedded stack and associated 
debugging challenges are removed. The Bluetooth low 
energy and ANT stack is a pre-compiled binary, leaving 
application code to be compiled stand-alone. The 
embedded stack interface uses an asynchronous and event 
driven model removing the need for RTOS frameworks. 
Over-The-Air DFU

The SoC is supported by an Over-The-Air Device Firmware 
Upgrade (OTA DFU) feature. This allows for in the field 
updates of application software and SoftDevice. 
Specifications


Nordic nRF52 SoC with ARM Cortex M4F, 64 MHz 
ARM® Cryptocell-310 co-processor 
Complete RF solution with antenna options 
Serial Wire Debug (SWD) 
Nordic SoftDevice Ready 
Over-the-Air (OTA) firmware update 
Flash/RAM: 1MB/256KB 
48 GPIOs, configurable 

12 bit/200KSPS ADC, 8 configurable with 
programmable gain 
USB 2.0 full speed (12Mbps) controller 
Quad SPI 32 MHz interface 
2 x 2-wire Master/Slave (I2C compatible) 
4 x 4-channel pulse width modulator (PWM) 
2x UART (CTS/RTS) 
Up to 4x SPI masters/3x SPI slaves 
Quadrature Demodulator (QDEC) 
Audio peripherals: I2S; digital microphone interface 
(PDM) 
NFC-A tag 

Peripherals: Temperature sensor, general comparator, 
low power comparator, Random Number Generator 
20 channel CPU independent Programmable Peripheral 
Interconnect (PPI). 
128-bit AES HW encryption 
5 x 32 bits, 3 x 24 bits Real Time Counters (RTC) 
Receiver Sensitivity: -96 dBm at 1Mbps 
TX power: +9dBm 
Hybrid pins: 16 castellated, 45 LGA  
Integrated RFI shield 
Power supply 

Operation voltage: 1.7V to 5.5V 
13.6 mA, TX at +9dBm; 5.3 mA at 0 dBm TX 
6.4 mA, RX at 1Mbps 

Operation temperature: - 4 0 ° C  t o  + 8 5 ° C  
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Security is Mandatory in Bluetooth 5 Mesh Networks

Mesh network, individual applications, and Bluetooth 5 
devices are all secure. This cannot be switched off or reduced 
in anyway. 

All messages are encrypted and authenticated. 
Network security, application security, and device security 
are addressed independently. 
Security keys can be changed 
during the life of the mesh networks 
via a Key Refresh procedure. 
Message obfuscation makes it 
difficult to track messages sent 
within the network providing a 
privacy mechanism make it difficult 
to track nodes. 
Mesh security protects the network 
against replay attack. 
The process by which devices are 
added to the network to become 
nodes, is itself a secure process. 
Nodes can be removed from 
network securely, in a way which 
prevents trashcan attacks. 

Three security keys provide security to 
different aspects of mesh and achieve a 
critical capability in mesh security, that of 
“separation of concerns”. 

NetKey (Network Key) possessed 
by all nodes. It allows a node to 
decrypt and authenticate up to 
Network Layer. A Relay node uses NetKey to decrypt 
and authenticate message before relaying. 
AppKey (application key). Data for specific application 
can only be  decrypted by nodes posses the right 
AppKey. 
DevKey (device key) is unique to each node. It is used for 
secure communication with the Provisioner during 
provisioning process. 

In a mesh network with many nodes, a lot of processing 
power is required for decryption and authentication at least for  

Relay nodes and possibly for other nodes.  

BT840F for High Performance Bluetooth 5 Mesh

BT840F can offload security operations to the embedded 
CryptoCell-310 co-processor. Processing time for decryption 
and authentication is much shorter than firmware based 
solution.  

You can build a higher performance Bluetooth 5 mesh 
network with lower power consumption by using BT840F 
Series modules. 

module BT840F BT840 BT840E

SoC nRF52840 QIAA nRF52840 QIAA nRF52840 QIAA
Flash/RAM 1MB/256KB 1MB/256KB 1MB/256KB
Sizes, mm 15x20.8x1.9 14x16x1.9 14x16x1.9
Antenna PCB Trace PCB Trace u.FL
BT range at 1Mbps 510 meters 180 meters, est.
BT range at 125 Kbps 930 meters over 1000 meters, est.
FCC ID
IC ID
Europe
QDID
Eval board EV-BT840F
1K price, each $8.24 $7.46 $8.64
Availability sample now, 12/2017 production 12/2017 production 12/2017 production
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